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Motivations
• Large portion of Heavy Fuel Oils (HFOs) are burned to meet the energy demand in Saudi Arabia. It is a relatively cheap and widely available fuel.
• The combustion processes associated to HFOs present numerous complications from both the environmental and technical point of view.
• Several aspects concerning the combustion behavior and the physics of the fuel itself are not known. A numerical description of physical and chemical
phenomena involving HFOs is very challenging.
• The methodologies developed for HFOs are suitable to describe other relatively heavy fuels involved in chemical processes like crude-oil and bio-fuels.
• Various fuel modifications, such as different asphaltene percentages and emulsions, are studied to improve the combustion performance as well as reduce the
environmental impact, a correct prediction of these phenomena would save the costs associated to the experiments.

Surrogate Fuel Formulation

Interface tracking

• Several methods are available to model
multiphase problems, among these methods
one of the most important is the volume of
fluid (VOF) (2).
• The two phases are tracked solving the

• The pseudocomponent breakdown method is applied to the TBP curve to identify N fictious

volumetric fraction equation and then

molecules.

reconstructing the interphase.

• N corresponding real components are then identified by matching their critical properties to the
pseudocomponents properties and structural constraints complete the set of objective equations
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• The optimization process is performed using the Non-Sorted Genetic Algorithm (NSGA 2) (1) which is
a multi-objective optimization algorithm.

Micro-explosions

Combustion behavior from suspended droplet experiment

• The peculiar combustion behavior is strongly
• The suspended droplet experiment revealed that the normalized squared diameter profile of an HFO

influenced from the micro-explosions, a physical
phenomenon typical of fuels with high Lewis (Le)

droplet in a hot environment is completely different from what predicted by the D2 law used for
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lighter fuels (4).
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• The residue of the combustion process is the so

that implies faster thermal diffusivity with respect

called cenosphere. A solid carbonaceous shell

to material diffusivity (3).

formed as a consequence of the high percentage
of asphaltenes.

Micro-explosions modeling

Kinetic modeling

• Shinjo et al (5) proposed an approach to micro-explosion and puffing modeling that showed
interesting results by using the Rayleigh equation to describe the bubble growth:
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and the oscillations of the surface is described by:
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• The main purpose of creating a real component surrogate
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is the kinetic modeling to describe the combustion
process and predict the emissions of the fuel in order to
minimize the environmental impact.
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